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An asymptotic formula for numbers of elements of a certain class of graded
monoids is developed. This formula is applied to count elementary Witt rings of
several sorts. Q 1998 Academic Press
In many combinatorial problems one deals with sets of objects which can
be considered as algebraic structures. This observation was used by E. A.
Bender and J. R. Goldman to axiomatize a large class of enumerative
applications of generating functions. A prefab, the structure defined in
w xtheir paper 4 , is a set with a multivalued operation satisfying some
conditions, which are strong enough to imply a functional equation for a
generating function counting elements of the basic set. This functional
Ž .equation contains implicitly a recursion formula for determining the
coefficients of the generating function. In this note we shall apply this
technique to study enumerative properties of graded monoids with the
unique factorization property. If indecomposable elements in a graded
w xmonoid are distributed in a ``proper'' way, then following Polya 11 andÂ
w xOtter 10 , we find an asymptotic formula for the number of elements of a
given degree. In the classical case this formula describes the asymptotic
behaviour of the number of rooted forests on l vertices. Here, we shall
apply this formula to obtain some information about the numbers of
Ž .finitely generated Witt rings of several types for details see Section 2 .
The main advantage of the asymptotic formula is that it provides good
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information about the growth of the numbers studied, whereas the recur-
sion formula is difficult to evaluate.
1. GRADED STRUCTURES
Ž .Let M, (, e be an abelian monoid with identity e. An element p / e in
M is called indecomposable if p s a( b implies a s p or b s p. We
Ž .assume very often that M has the unique factorization property UFP , i.e.,
 4 Ževery element a in M _ e can be written, in a unique way up to the
.order of factors , as
a s pk1 ( ??? ( pk s ,1 s
where p , . . . , p are indecomposable elements. A monoid homomorphism1 s
y1Ž .  4 y1Ž .g : M “ N will be called a gradation of M if g 0 s e and g l is a
Ž .finite or empty set, for every l g N. We have the following theorem of
Bender and Goldman.
Žw x w x.THEOREM 1 4, Corollaries 2 and 3 ; cf. also 1, Corollary 5.15 . If
Ž .M, (, e is a UFP-monoid with gradation g and a denotes the cardinality ofl
y1Ž . y1Ž .g l and c denotes the number of indecomposable elements in g l , thenl
‘ ‘
l l clŽ . Ž Ž . .i a x s 1r 1 y xÝ Łl
ls1ls0
‘ ‘ ‘1
l lkŽ .ii a x s exp c x .Ý Ý Ýl lž /kls0 ks1 ls1
wRemark 1*. It is worth noticing that S. Barcanescu 2, Propositions 11
xand 12 obtained a similar result for finitely generated and cancellative
Ž .monoids the unique factorization property is not required . In fact, he
proved that
‘ ‘ 1
la x s F x ,Ž .Ý Ł cl llls1 1 y xŽ .ls0
w xwhere F x is a polynomial with integer coefficients. In this case the
infinite product contains actually only a finite number of factors different
from 1, as the set of indecomposable elements is finite.
Ž .Now let us introduce the following definitions. The system M, (, *, e, g
will be called a graded structure if
Ž . Ž .1 M, (, e is an abelian monoid,
Ž .2 g is a gradation of M,
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Ž . Ž . Ž .3 * is an unary operation on M such that g a* s g a q 1 for
every a g M.
Ž .A graded structure M, (, ), e, g is said to be almost free if M has the
unique factorization property, the mapping a ‹ a* is injective, and there
is an integer N such that a* is indecomposable for all a g M with
Ž .g a G N. The graded structure is free if it is almost free and a* is
indecomposable for all a g M. These definitions are motivated by the
following example.
EXAMPLE 1. A rooted tree is a tree with a distinguished vertex, called
the root. A graph whose connected components are rooted trees is called a
rooted forest. It is obvious that the set M of all rooted forests forms a
Žmonoid with the unique factorization property the composition of two
.rooted forests is the disjoint union of them . Rooted trees are the inde-
composable elements in M. The function which assigns to every element
of M the number of its vertices is the gradation. Moreover every rooted
forest with l vertices gives rise to a rooted tree with l q 1 vertices, by
adding a new vertex as a root and connecting it to the root of each
component. This construction defines the unary operation * on M. The
graded structure is free. In this case Theorem 1 gives the classical formula
Ž w x.of Cayley cf. 1, Proposition 5.19 .
It is easy to see that every free graded structure can be constructed in
the following way. Consider a set X and a function g : X “ N such that
y1Ž .g l is finite for every l g N. Let M denote the free abelian monoid1
generated by X. If X is empty we assume that M is a one element1
 4monoid e . Suppose that we have constructed M , and let X be a set ofl l
the same cardinality as M and a one-to-one correspondence a ‹ a* g Xl l
for all a g M is given. Then M is defined to be the direct product ofl lq1
Ž .M and a free abelian monoid generated by X . Obviously i : a ‹ a, el l l
defines a canonical embedding of M into M . It is easy to see that thel lq1
direct limit M s lim M is a free graded structure. In particular, thel
gradation g : M “ N is well-defined since every element of M can be
obtained in a unique way from some elements of X by an iteration of (
and ). It is worth noticing that the graded structure of rooted trees is
isomorphic to a free graded structure generated by the empty set. There-
fore, this structure can be embedded in every free graded structure.
More examples of free and almost free structures will be given in the
next section. Now we can formulate our main theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let M, (, ), e, g be an almost free graded structure. Let
y1Ž .a denote the cardinality of g l and let c be the number of indecomposablel l
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y1Ž .elements in g l for e¤ery l g N. Suppose
d s c y al l ly1
l
A s lim sup a' l
l“‘
‘
lu z s d zŽ . Ý l
ls1
‘ ‘1
k lH z s c z .Ž . Ý Ý lkks2 ls1
Then
Ž . Ž l.i If there is a constant d - 2 such that d s O d , thenl
Ž .a 2 F A - ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .b there is an « ) 0 such that u z and H z con¤erge for all
1
< <complex z with z - q « .
A
1 1
Ž .ii If A q u9 q H9 ) 0, thenž / ž /A A
Alq1 Alq1
a s C q O ,l 2' ž /'l q 1 l q 1Ž . l q 1 l q 1Ž .
1 1
where C s A q u9 q H9 r 2p A .Ž .( ž / ž /ž /A A
Ž .Remark 1. Since g e* s 1, so a G 1. Moreover every element of1
weight 1 is indecomposable, so c s a and d s a y 1.1 1 1 1
Remark 2. The result is also true if the sequence d grows exponen-l
tially, but faster than assumed in Theorem 2. In this case some additional
conditions are necessary. A growth faster than exponential is discussed in
w x3 .
Remark 3. If d ) 0 then there are indecomposable elements of degreel
l which cannot be obtained as a* from elements of degree l y 1. The case
d - 0 means that some elements a* are decomposable. In both cases al
mixed situation is possible, i.e., some elements of form a* are decompos-
able and there are indecomposable elements which cannot be obtained as
a*. The assumption that the graded structure is almost free implies d G 0l
for all sufficiently large l.
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The proof of Theorem 2 differs only in certain details from the proof of
w xOtter's result given in 6, Chap. 9.5 . In particular, we apply the following
theorem stated there.
w x Ž .THEOREM 3 6, p. 211 . Let F x, y be a function in complex ¤ariables,
which is analytic in each ¤ariable separately in some neighbourhood of
Ž .x , y and suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:0 0
Ž . Ž .1 F x , y s 0;0 0
Ž . Ž . < < < <2 f x is analytic in x - x and x is the unique singularity on the0 0
circle of con¤ergence;
Ž . Ž . ‘ l3 If f x s Ý a x is the expansion of f at the origin, then y sls0 l 0
Ý‘ a x l ;ls0 l 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. < < < <4 F x, f x s 0 for x - x ;0
Ž . Ž .Ž .5 › Fr› y x , y s 0;0 0
Ž . Ž 2 2 .Ž .6 › Fr› y x , y / 0.0 0
Ž .Then f x may be expanded in x0
‘ k
f x s f x q B x y xŽ . Ž . 'Ý ž /0 k 0
ks1
and if B / 0,1
yl ylyB x x x'1 0 0 0
a s q O .l 2ž /' ' '2 p l l l l
Ž .Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from the assumption that the series u z
converges in a disc of radius at least 1rd ) 1r2. Since M is an almost free
graded structure, so a ‹ a* is injective and there is a positive integer N,
Ž .such that a* is indecomposable for all a g M with g a G N. Hence
a G c q a s 2 a q d G 2 a . Thus a GNqk Nqk Nqky1 Nqky1 Nqk Nqky1 Nqk
lk2 a and A s lim sup a G 2.'N l
y1Ž .Now denote by M the set g l and by C the set of indecomposablel l
elements in M . It is clear thatl
M s M ( M j M ( M j ??? j M ( M j Cl 1 ly1 2 ly2 ly2 2 l
for all l G 2. Hence a F a2 q a q d and2 1 1 2
a F a a q ??? qa a q c s a a q ??? qa a q a q dl 1 ly1 ly2 2 l 1 ly1 ly2 2 ly1 l
ly1
F a a q dÝ k lyk l
ks1
for l G 3.
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Let us define another power series
‘
lG z s b z , 1Ž . Ž .Ý l
ls1
where b s a , b s b2 q b q d , and b s b b q ??? qb b q d for1 1 2 1 1 2 l 1 ly1 ly1 1 l
l G 3.
It is easy to check that a F b for all l g N. Thus we havel l
‘ ly1
2 2 lG z s b z q b q b q d z q b b q d zŽ . Ž . Ý Ý1 1 1 2 k lyk lž /
ls3 ks1
2‘ ‘
2 l ls b z q b z y d z q b z q d z .Ý Ý1 1 1 l lž /
ls1 ls1
Ž .It follows that G z satisfies the equation
2 2G z y G z q u z q a z q z s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . 1
Solving this equation yields
1
2G z s 1 " 1 y 4 u z q a z q zŽ . Ž .' 1ž /2
Ž .and since G 0 s 0, we have
1
2G z s 1 y 1 y 4 u z q a z q z . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .' 1ž /2
w Ž . 2 xThe function 1 y 4 u z q a z q z is analytic in a disc of radius at1
1 Ž .least and takes a non-zero value for z s 0, thus G z is analytic in some2
l l
neighbourhood of 0. Hence A s lim sup a F lim sup b - ‘.' 'l l
1According to the assumption, r s is the radius of convergence ofA
‘ l Ž . Ž . ‘ lÝ a x . To prove the convergence of H z observe that h z s Ý c zls0 l ls1 l
1converges at least in a disc of radius r F , as 0 F c F a . Let s be a fixedl l2
'number such that r - s - r . Then there is a constant C such that
< Ž . < < < < < 2h z - C z for all z - s . This implies that
‘ 1
kH z s h z 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý kks2
< <converges for every z - s.
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1Ž . Ž . Ž .Assuming « s min s y r, y r we obtain part b of i .d
To prove the second statement, consider the power series
‘
lf z s z a z . 4Ž . Ž .Ý l
ls0
Then we have
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘1 1
k l l k lc z s a q d z q c zŽ .Ý Ý Ý Ý Ýl ly1 l lk kks1 ls1 ls1 ks2 ls1
s f z q u z q H z .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Applying Theorem 1 ii yields
‘
lf z s z a z s z exp f z q u z q H z . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý l
ls0
Ž .By the assumption f z is an analytic function in the disc of radius r, and
has a singularity on its boundary. Since the coefficients are positive this
singularity is at z s r.
Ž .Claim 1. f is continuous at r and f r s 1.
Ž . Ž .First we examine the behaviour of f x for real 0 - x - r. From 5 it
follows
ln f x rx xu x xH xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s x q q . 6Ž .
f x rx f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Assume there is a sequence x “ r such that f x “ ‘. Then the leftl l
Ž .hand side of 6 tends to 0 while the right hand side to r ) 0. This
Ž . Ž .contradiction shows that f x is bounded in the interval 0, r . Moreover
Ž . Ž .yf x is monotonic increasing, so a s lim f x g R. The partial sumsx “ r
of Ý‘ a x lq1 for x s r form a monotonic sequence bounded by a, so thisls0 l
Ž . Ž . Ž .yseries converges. Thus lim f x s a s f r . Since f z has positivex “ r
coefficients, the series Ý‘ a z lq1 is absolutely and uniformly convergentls0 l
< <in z F r, and defines a continuous function in this region, which is
Ž .analytic in its interior. Now we define a complex valued function F z, w
in complex z and w by
F z , w s z exp w q u z q H z y w. 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .It follows from 5 that w s f z is a unique analytic solution to the
equation
F z , w s 0. 8Ž . Ž .
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Ž .The uniqueness follows from the implicit function theorem. Moreover we
Ž .know that F r, a s 0 and f has a singularity at z s r. It is obvious that
Ž .F z, ¤ is analytic in each variable separately in neighbourhoods of r and
Ž .a. Differentiating 7 with respect to w yields
› F
s F z , w q w y 1.Ž .
› w
Ž . Ž .Since F r, a s 0, we have › Fr› w r, a s a y 1. Furthermore, this par-
Ž .tial derivative must be zero at r, a , i.e., a s 1. Otherwise, by the implicit
Ž .function theorem there would be a unique solution to Eq. 8 which is
Ž .analytic in r. But this solution would have to be w s f x , contrary to the
fact that z s r is a singularity of f.
< <Claim 2. f has an analytic continuation at every z such that z s r
and z / r.
Ž Ž .. Ž . < <Let us remark that › Fr› w z, f z s f z y 1, for every z s r. But
› F
z , f z G 1 y f z ) 1 y f r s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
› w
because of cancellation for z / r. Since the partial derivative is different
Ž .from 0, there is a unique analytic solution to 8 in a neighbourhood of
< <every z such that z s r and z / r. This means that f is analytic at every
point on the boundary of the convergence circle, except for z s r. It is easy
to check that
› 2F
r , 1 s F r , 1 q 1 s 1 / 0.Ž . Ž .2› w
Ž .According to Theorem 3, f z can be expanded as
2' 'f z s 1 q B r y z q B r y z q ??? . 9Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
Now we shall prove that B / 0. Differentiating the above expansion we1
have
1 1
f 9 z s y B y B y ??? . 10Ž . Ž .1 2'2 r y z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Multiplying both sides of 10 by 1 y f z obtained from 9 yields
1 3
2 'f 9 z 1 y f z s B q B B r y z q ??? . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 1 22 2
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'Ž .The terms omitted in 11 contain r y z to at least the first power. Hence
1
2lim f 9 x 1 y f x s B .Ž . Ž .Ž . 1y 2x“r
Ž .By differentiating 5 we obtain
1
f 9 z s f z q f 9 z q u9 z q H9 z f z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
z
1Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Thus f 9 z 1 y f z s f z q u9 z q H9 z f z . Since f , u9, H9 arez
Ž .continuous at x s r and f r s 1, so we have
1 1
2B s lim f 9 x 1 y f x s q u9 r q H9 r . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 y2 rx“r
It follows from the assumption that B / 0. Applying Theorem 3 gives1
< < lq1 lq1B A A1
a s q O , 13Ž .l 2' ' ž /'2 p A l q 1 l q 1Ž . l q 1 l q 1Ž .
1 1
< <where B s 2 A q u9 q H9 and A s 1rr. This finishes1 ( ž / ž /ž /A A
the proof.
Remark 4. Since
Alq1 Al Al
s A q O and2ž /' ' 'l q 1 l q 1 l l l lŽ .
Alq1 Al Al
s A q O ,2 2 2ž /' '' l l l ll q 1 l q 1Ž .
Ž .so we obtain 13 in a form
Al Al
a s C q O ,l 2ž /' 'l l l l
'where C s B Ar2 p A . This formula is slightly simpler and more com-1
mon in the literature.
Now we shall determine approximate values of A and C. Searching the
literature, the author has been able to find only vague suggestion how to
Ž .do it, therefore all details will be given here. Making use of 5 and
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Ž .Claim 1 we can estimate the value of r, and then from 12 we compute B1
and C.
LEMMA 1. Suppose f s Ý‘ a x l is an analytic function in an inter¤alls1 l
Ž .ya, a , with 0 - a - 1 and non-negati¤e coefficients a and let f denotel m
the Taylor expansion for f of order m about x s 0. Then for any n g N and
0 F x - a holds:
‘ 2 ky11 f xŽ .
2 nq1i f x -Ž . Ž . Ý2n q 1 2k y 1ksnq1
1
2 nq1- f x ,Ž .22n q 1 1 y xŽ . Ž .
3Žmq1. ‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1a x f x y f xŽ . Ž .mq 1 m
ii -Ž . Ý3 2k y 1ks2
f Žmq1. x 3 x 3Žmq1.Ž .
- ,2Žmq1.3 m q 1 ! 1 y xŽ .
‘ nx
n nq1 k ky1 nq1iii x f 9 x - f 9 x x - f 9 x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 y xksnq1
ivŽ .
2 mq3 ‘x
Xk k ky1m q 2 a - f 9 x y f x xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýmq 2 mmq21 y x ks2
x
X2 2- f 9 x y f x .Ž . Ž .Ž .m 1 y x
Ž .Proof. The first inequality in i is obvious. Replacing the function f by
its Taylor expansion and applying the sum of the geometric series we
obtain
‘ 2 ky1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ Ž2 ky1. lf x 1 xŽ .
Ž2 ky1. ls a x s aÝ Ý Ý Ý Ýl l2k y 1 2k y 1 2k y 1ksnq1 ksnq1 ls1 ls1 ksnq1
‘ ‘ ‘ Ž2 nq1. l1 1 x
Ž2 ky1. l- a x s aÝ Ý Ýl l 2 l2n q 1 2n q 1 1 y xls1 ksnq1 ls1
1
2 nq1- f x .Ž .22n q 1 1 y xŽ . Ž .
Ž .This proves i .
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Ž . Ž . m lii Notice f x s Ý a x is the Taylor polynomial of order m for f.m ls1 l
The remainder in the Taylor expansion for the function f is equal to
Ž . Ž . Ž Žmq1.Ž . Ž . . mq 1 w xf x y f x s f u x r m q 1 ! x for a certain u g 0, 1 . Sincem
all coefficients in f are positive, so
f Žmq1. 0 f Žmq1. xŽ . Ž .
mq 1 mq1 mq1a x s x - f x y f x - x .Ž . Ž .mq 1 mm q 1 ! m q 1 !Ž . Ž .
Hence
‘ Ž2 ky1.Žmq1. ‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1a x f x y f xŽ . Ž .mq 1 m
-Ý Ý2k y 1 2k y 1ks2 ks2
‘ Žmq1. 2 ky1 Ž2 ky1.Žmq1.f x xŽ .
- .Ý m q 1 ! 2k y 1Ž .ks2
Since the sequence x 2 ky1 is decreasing and f Žmq1. is increasing, so
f Žmq1. x 2 ky1 f Žmq1. x 3Ž . Ž .
F
2k y 1 3
for k G 2 and consequently
3Žmq1. ‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1a x f x y f xŽ . Ž .mq 1 m
- Ý3 2k y 1ks2
Žmq1. 3 ‘f xŽ .
Žmq1.Ž2 ky1.- xÝ3 m q 1 !Ž . ks2
f Žmq1. x 3 x 3Žmq1.Ž .
s .2Žmq1.3 m q 1 ! 1 y xŽ .
Ž . Ž . ‘ ly1iii The first inequality is obvious. Observe that f 9 x s Ý la x .ls1 l
Applying this yields
‘ ‘ ‘
k ky1 kŽ ly1. ky1f 9 x x s la x xŽ .Ý Ý Ý l
ksnq1 ksnq1 ls1
‘ ‘ ‘ Žnq1. ly1x
k ly1s la x s laÝ Ý Ýl l l1 y xls1 ksnq1 ls1
n ‘ nx x
Žnq1.Ž ly1. nq1- la x s f 9 x .Ž .Ý l1 y x 1 y xls1
Ž . Ž . Ž . X Ž .iv Similarly as in ii we estimate f 9 x y f x as a remainder in them
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Taylor formula for f 9. Thus we have
f 9 x y f X x s f Žmq2. u x r m q 1 ! x mq 1 ) m q 2 a x mq 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m mq2
This yields
‘
Xk k ky1f 9 x y f x xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý m
ks2
‘ 2 mq3x
kŽmq1. ky1) m q 2 a x x s m q 2 a .Ž . Ž .Ý mq 2 mq2 mq21 y xks2
Ž k . X Ž k . XŽ 2 . X Ž 2 .To prove the upper bound observe that f 9 x y f x - f x y f xm m
for all k ) 2. Hence
‘
Xk k ky1f 9 x y f x xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý m
ks2
‘ x
X X2 2 ky1 2 2- f 9 x y f x x s f 9 x y f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ým m 1 y xks2
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let r and s be radii of con¤ergence of the series f x s
‘ l Ž . ‘ l Ž Ž ..Ý a x and g x s Ý b x s x 1 q G x , where f and G are de-ls1 ly1 ls1 ly1
Ž . Ž . 2fined in 4 and 1 , respecti¤ely. If r - s then
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .i f r - f r - f r q g r y g r .m m m
‘
2 2 ky1 2 ky1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž . ŽŽ Ž . Ž . Ž ....ii f r sexp y2 1qu r q f r qu r r 2ky1 .Ý
ks2
Ž .iii For arbitrary positi¤e integers n and m holds
g Žmq1. r 3 r 3Žmq1. V rŽ . Ž .
exp y2 U r q qŽ . 2Žmq1. 2ž /ž /3 m q 1 ! 1 y r 1 y rŽ . Ž .
a r 3Žmq1.mq12- f r - exp y2 U r q q V r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /3
Ž . Ž . n Ž Ž 2 ky1. Ž 2 ky1.. Ž . Ž .where U r s 1 q u r q Ý f r q u r r 2k y 1 and V rks2 m
Ž Ž 2 nq1. Ž 2 nq1.. Ž .s f r q u r r 2n q 1 .m
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .Proof. The inequality f r - f r is obvious. Since a - b for l G 2,m l l
Ž . Ž . ‘ l Ž . ‘ lso f x s f x q Ý a x - f x q Ý b x for all 0 - x -m lsmq1 ly1 m lsmq1 ly1
Ž .s, which gives i .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Since h x s f x q u x , so using Theorem 1 ii yields
‘ ‘ k k1 f x q u xŽ . Ž .
kf x s x exp h x s x exp .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýž / ž /k kks1 ks1
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Hence
‘ 2 k 2 kf x q u xŽ . Ž .
2 2f x s x expŽ . Ýž /kks1
‘ k k ‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1f x q u x f x q u xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2s x exp 2 y 2Ý Ýž /k 2k y 1ks1 ks1
2k k‘ f x q u xŽ . Ž .
s x exp Ýž /kks1
=
‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1f x q u xŽ . Ž .
exp y2 Ýž /2k y 1ks1
‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1f x q u xŽ . Ž .2s f x exp y2 .Ž . Ýž /2k y 1ks1
Replacing x with r and applying Claim 1 of the proof of Theorem 2 gives
Ž .the statement ii .
Ž . Ž .iii According to ii we have
‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1f r q u rŽ . Ž .
2f r s exp y2 1 q u r qŽ . Ž . Ýž /ž /2k y 1ks2
‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1f r q u rŽ . Ž .ms exp y2 U r qŽ . Ýžž 2k y 1ksnq1
‘ 2 ky1 2 ky1f r y f rŽ . Ž .mq .Ý / /2k y 1ks2
Žmq1.Ž . Žmq1.Ž .Observe that a F b for all l g N, so f x F g x for 0 - x - s.l l
Ž . Ž .Using this fact and i , ii of the previous lemma finishes the proof.
Now, using Lemma 2 one can determine the approximate value of r. It is
easy to see that if r is a solution to the equation1
a r 3Žmq1. f r 2 nq1 q u r 2 nq1Ž . Ž .mq 1 m2f r s exp y2 U r q qŽ . Ž .m ž /ž /3 2n q 1
14Ž .
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and r is the solution to the equation2
f r 2 q g r 2 y g r 2Ž . Ž . Ž .m m
g Žmq1. r 3 r 3Žmq1.Ž .
s exp y2 U r qŽ . 2Žmq1.žž 3 m q 1 ! 1 y rŽ .
f r 2 nq1 q u r 2 nq1Ž . Ž .mq 15Ž .2 / /2n q 1 1 y rŽ . Ž .
then r F r F r .2 1
The next lemma gives an estimation for the value of B1
LEMMA 3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2
r 2 mq3
F r q W r q m q 2 aŽ . Ž . Ž . mq 2 mq21 y r
1 W r rŽ .
X2 2 2- B - F r q q g 9 r y g r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 m2 1 y r 1 y r
n1
X k k ky1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .where F r s q u9 r q f r q u9 r r and W r sÝ mr ks2
nw X Ž nq1. Ž nq1.xr f r q u9 r .m
Ž .Proof. According to 12
1 1
2B s q u9 r q H9 r .Ž . Ž .12 r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .It suffices to estimate the term H9 r . Substituting h x s f x q u x in
Ž .3 and differentiating the resulting formula we obtain
‘
k k ky1H9 r s f 9 r q u9 r rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
ks2
n ‘
X X Xk k ky1 k k ky1s f r q u r r q f r q u9 r rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ým m
ks2 ksnq1
‘
Xk k ky1q f 9 r y f r r .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý m
ks2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Applying iii and iv of Lemma 1 to the function f x q u x yields them
statement.
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Now we are in a position to find asymptotics for numbers of some
classes of Witt rings.
2. WITT RINGS
Ž .The Witt ring W K of a field K is an algebraic structure, which reflects
the behaviour of quadratic forms over the field. It is defined on the set of
Witt-equivalence classes of non-singular forms over K. The addition and
multiplication are determined by the orthogonal sum and tensor product
Ž .of forms. Every element in W K is a sum of 1-dimensional forms, which
Ž . ? ?2can be identified with elements of the square class group G K s K rK .
Ž .In the abstract approach of M. Marshall, a Witt ring is a pair W, G ,
where W is a commutative ring with identity, and G is a subgroup of
exponent 2 of the group of invertible elements of W, which generates W
additively. Moreover, some axioms are assumed. The cardinality of G is
called the square class number because of its relation to K ?rK ?2. In the
category of Witt rings the constructions of direct products and group rings
are possible. We say that a Witt ring is of elementary type if it can be
Ž . Ž .obtained from W R , W C , or Witt rings of finite or local fields by an
iteration of the group ring construction and the product construction. One
can prove that every Witt ring of elementary type is isomorphic to a Witt
Ž w x.ring of a certain field cf. 7 . Moreover all known finitely generated Witt
rings are of elementary type. The converse claim, the so-called elementary
type conjecture, remains an open problem. More information about Witt
w x Ž . w x Ž .rings can be found in 8 algebraic theory and 9 abstract theory .
In this section we shall estimate the number of isometry classes of
Ž .finitely generated Witt rings W, G of elementary type for a fixed l s
< < w xlog G . A similar problem was studied by Carson and Marshall in 5 ,2
where they found recursion formulas for these numbers and the numbers
of Witt rings of characteristics 2. It turns out that those exact formulas are
very complicated, so asymptotic estimates give better information on the
growth of the number of Witt rings.
At the beginning we shall consider the most general family of Witt rings.
Let M denote the set of isomorphism classes of finitely generated Witt
rings of elementary type. The product of Witt rings defines a composition
in this set and the Witt ring of the complex number field is a neutral
Ž .element of this operation. Moreover, for every Witt ring W, G the pair
Ž w x .W C , G = C , where C is a 2-element group, is a Witt ring as well. This
construction defines an unary operation ) in M. The mapping g : M “ N
Ž . < < Ž .such that g W, G s log G is a gradation. Thus M, (, ), e, g is a2
graded structure. However, this structure is not almost free, as it does not
have the unique factorization property. Indeed, if W and W are Witt1 2
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rings of 3- and 5-element fields, respectively, then W (W s W (W for1 2
every isomorphic class W of a Witt ring of characteristic different from 2
Ž w x.cf. 9, Lemma 5.11 . Therefore we consider the free graded structure M9
generated by the set of isomorphism classes of Witt rings of 3-element
field, the field of the reals, and all local fields with the square class number
at least 8. The Witt rings of local fields are indecomposable in M and
cannot be obtained as a result of the operation ). The Witt ring of the
Ž wcomplexes is the identity in this structure. It is known cf. 9, Theorem
x. l5.24 that local fields with the square class number 2 G 8 determine 2
different isomorphism classes of Witt rings if n is even and 1 class if n is
Ž . Ž . Ž .odd. Moreover W R * s W R (W R . Taking this fact into account we
consider the almost free graded structure with coefficients d introducedl
in Theorem 2, defined as
2 if l s 1¡
y1 if l s 2~d sl 1 if l G 3 and l is odd¢
2 if l G 3 and l is even.
Hence we have
u x s 2 x y x 2 q x 3 q x 5 q ??? q 2 x 4 q x6 q ???Ž . Ž . Ž .
x 3 2 x 4 2 x y x 2 y x 3 q 3 x 4
2s 2 x y x q q s .2 2 21 y x 1 y x 1 y x
Ž . Ž 2 4 . Ž 3 5Observe that u9 x s 2 y 2 x q 3 x q 5x q ??? q 2 4 x q 6 x
.q ??? ) 0 for all 0 F x - 1. Since the coefficients d are bounded andl
1 1Ž . Ž .A q u9 q H9 ) 0 so all assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, i.e.,A A
the number of elements of M9 of degree l is asymptotically equal to
lq1 'Ž Ž . .C A r l q 1 l q 1 , where A and C are suitable parameters. Using
the exact numbers a of elements of given degree presented in the columnl
Ž . m l``General'' of Table I we get the function f r s Ý a r . Moreover,m ls1 lyr
Ž .by formula 2 we have
r
2g r s 3 y 1 y 4 u r q a r q rŽ . Ž .' 1ž /2
2 3r 1 y 12 r y 9r q 8 r
s 3 y .( 2ž /2 1 y r
Ž . Ž .Solving Eqs. 14 and 15 yields r s 0.2224850931 . . . and r s1 2
0.2224850726 . . . , respectively. Thus 4.49468315 - A - 4.49468356. It is
obvious that M is an epimorphic image of M9, so the actual number of
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Witt rings of elementary type with the square class number 2 l does not
exceed the number of elements of M9 of degree l. Summarizing, we have
the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1. If a denotes the number of isomorphism classes of finitelyl
generated Witt rings of elementary type with square class number 2 l, then there
lq1 'Ž Ž . .is a constant A such that a s O A r l q 1 l q 1 . The approximatel
¤alue of the constant A is 4.494683.
An upper bound for the number of isomorphism classes of finite Witt
rings of elementary type can be obtained similarly. Every such Witt ring is
realized as a Witt ring of a non-real field. In this case we consider the free
graded structure generated by the set of isomorphism classes of Witt rings
of a three element field and local fields with the square class number at
least 8. Then d s 1, d s 0 while the other coefficients d are as before.1 2 l
Thus we have
u x s x q x 3 q x 5 q ??? q 2 x 4 q x6 q ???Ž . Ž . Ž .
x 3 2 x 4 x q 2 x 4
s x q q s .2 2 21 y x 1 y x 1 y x
This gives the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2. If a denotes the number of isomorphic classes of finitel
Witt rings of elementary type with square class number 2 l then a sl
lq1 'Ž Ž . .O A r l q 1 l q 1 where A f 3.920198.
The next two cases deal with families of Witt rings which form almost
free graded structures.
w xAccording to 5, Theorem 3.3 , the family of isomorphism classes of
finitely generated Witt rings of elementary type of characteristic 2 is a free
graded structure. Every such class is represented by the Witt ring of a field
Ž .of level 1 i.e., y1 is a square in this field . The graded structure is
generated by Witt rings of local fields of level 1 and square class number
at least 16. Thus we have d s 1 for all even l with l G 4 and d s 0l l
otherwise. Hence
x 4
4 6u x s x q x q ??? s .Ž . 21 y x
Ž . Ž .Solving Eqs. 14 and 15 we get A and by Lemma 3 we obtain C.
Applying Theorem 2 yields:
COROLLARY 3. The number a of isomorphic classes of finitely generatedl
Witt rings of elementary type of characteristic 2 with the square class number
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2 l satisfies
Alq1 Alq1
a s C q O ,l 2' ž /'l q 1 l q 1Ž . l q 1 l q 1Ž .
where A f 2.990515 and C f 0.449439.
Our last result is concerned with reduced Witt rings, i.e., Witt rings
Ž .W, G such that W is torsion-free. Reduced Witt rings appear as Witt
rings of Pythagorean fields. M. Marshall proved that every reduced Witt
wring, which is finitely generated, is of elementary type. One can prove 9,
xCorollary 6.25 , that the family of all isomorphism classes of finitely
Žgenerated, reduced Witt rings is an almost free graded structure this
Ž . Ž . Ž . .structure is not free because W R (W R s W R * . In this case the
element e of the graded structure is not represented by any Witt rings but
it is assumed to be in the structure for formal reason. Here d s y1 and2
Ž . 2d s 0 for l / 2. Thus u x s yx . According to Theorem 2.1, A ) 2 sol
1 1 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we have A q u9 q H9 ) 2 y 1 q H9 ) 0, as H9 is alwaysA A A A
positive. Thus we can apply Theorem 2 to state the following corollary.
COROLLARY 4. The number a of isomorphic classes of finitely generated,l
reduced Witt rings with the square class number 2 l satisfies
Alq1 Alq1
a s C q O ,l 2' ž /'l q 1 l q 1Ž . l q 1 l q 1Ž .
where A f 2.599525 and C f 0.391084.
The table of exact numbers of Witt rings of elementary type and Witt
rings of elementary type of characteristic 2 with the square class number
20 w xless than 2 is given in 5 . The coefficients of the generating function f
Ž .i.e., the numbers of objects to be counted can be determined from the
1‘ l ‘ ‘ lkŽ Ž . .functional equation Ý a x s exp Ý Ý a q d x . Modifyingls0 l ks1 ls1 ly1 lk
w xslightly formulas presented in 6, Chap. 3.1 we can obtain a formula more
convenient for computation.
‘ l Ž ‘ l. ‘ lIf Ý a x s exp Ý s x , for a certain series Ý s x , thenls0 l ls1 l ls1 l
ly11
s s a y ks a . 16Ž .Ýl l k lykl ks1
1 lSince a s 1, so a s Ý ks a .0 l ks1 k lykl
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Ž .Using Theorem 1 ii we have
‘ ‘ ‘1
l jis x s c x .Ý Ý Ýl ijls1 js1 is1
Thus
1 1 1
s s c s ic s i a q d .Ž .Ý Ý Ýk i i iy1 ij k ki , j ; ijsk < <i k i k
Ž . y1 l Ž Ž ..This and 16 combine to give a s l Ý Ý i a q d a .l ks1 i < k iy1 i lyk
This formula was applied using the software Mathematica to determine
the exact numbers of the four sets shown in Table I of objects considered
above.
TABLE I
Number of Elements of Weight l in Graded Structures
Case
l Reduced Charact. 2 Finite General
0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 3
2 1 2 5 8
3 2 4 14 25
4 4 10 42 84
5 8 22 125 288
6 17 54 392 1,030
7 36 130 1,252 3,781
8 79 328 4,109 14,223
9 175 832 13,713 54,489
10 395 2,156 46,514 212,020
11 899 5,638 159,723 835,393
12 2,074 14,937 554,542 3,327,044
13 4,818 39,886 1,942,721 13,370,396
14 11,291 107,425 6,860,085 54,152,788
15 26,626 291,229 24,389,552 220,819,748
16 63,184 794,458 87,234,473 905,814,539
17 150,691 2,178,595 313,668,257 3,735,294,778
18 361,141 6,003,100 1,133,193,844 15,475,563,933
19 869,057 16,611,406 4,111,246,627 64,386,249,862
20 2,099,386 46,143,648 14,972,648,555 268,896,809,400
Note. We should remember that the columns Finite and General do not contain the
numbers of elementary Witt rings of degree 2 l, but the numbers of elements of almost-free
graded structures determined by certain Witt rings.
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